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Abstract
Workers across the United States are reckoning with unfair labor conditions by
unionizing and speaking out. Systemic undervaluing of many workers has created a
climate of fear, hidden agendas, and pervasive labor misconduct. The
pageantry/marching arts are no exception. As a cultural insider, I conducted interviews,
had many informal conversations, and ran a large survey that uncovered how the
marching arts exploit instructors extensively despite their experience, education, and
efforts. A systematic proclivity toward late payments, abused contracts, egregiously low
compensation, and free labor begs the question: how can programs continually mistreat
instructors this way? I explore this question through five themes developed from my own
ethnography and scholarship in ethnomusicology, labor, sociology, and cultural policy. I
hope to uplift the voices of instructors fighting for their worth in an industry that rarely
gives as much as it takes and propose solutions for lasting change.
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Introduction
The pageantry arts—often termed marching band or marching arts—allow young
individuals to participate in music, athletics, and theatrics altogether. This niche musicmaking draws people in beyond their formative years and encourages careers as
instructors, administrators, composers, designers, and directors. Pageantry arts foster an
inexorable love for the activity and students. This love often causes workers to rationalize
labor regardless of the consequences, making exploitation pervasive and rampant.
Instructors struggle to both share and hide their labor. Many work to demonstrate their
worth among dramatically differing opinions of value in the field. Most face dissonance
between their monetary needs and knowing that money often comes from students.
Laborers I have encountered care deeply for the students and the activity, grappling with
the difficult decision to disconnect or continue being exploited. All this preserves a
system of undervalued labor and privileged interaction with the pageantry arts.
Musicologist William Cheng aptly discusses the power and detriment of loving
music, stating that
At times, it’s as if people care more about music—and in particular about their own
beloved music and musical ideals—than about fellow human beings. This attitude
isn’t unthinkable when we realize how love in general, and the fierce loyalty it
engenders, can make us do things far out of the ordinary, often beyond the typical
sweeps of our moral compasses . . . Impassioned and vigilant, one can love music to
the point of hurting or neglecting other people, whether directly or indirectly,
consciously or not. (2019, 12)
This love for music clutches those involved in pageantry arts. Love for creating a musical
1

product overshadows the needs of marching arts instructors as they help students
experience this music-making. As a result, directors and institutions frequently take
advantage of instructors’ time and effort without adequately compensating them. My
labor in the marching arts elucidated two common realities: instructors often juggle
multiple positions at various organizations/schools1 and programs frequently fail to
compensate instructors adequately or on time. I realized these problems when I was not
paid appropriately for my own labor. After conversations with numerous colleagues who
had experienced similar plights, I could not help but question the compensation situation.
Exploitation in the context of this research refers to undervalued labor of instructors.
More specifically, instructors frequently receive less than minimum wage—and in the
case of my interviewee Benjamin—sometimes make as little as $2-3 per hour.
Exploitation of pageantry arts instructors operates through specific pay structures and
contract issues, situated in a system of neoliberal capitalism which naturally operates on a
dichotomy of privilege and exclusion. These structures develop out of five general
themes. First, social avoidance of discussing taboo topics conceals labor issues. Second, a
cult of obedience fostered through military history, top-down structures, and embodiment
perpetuates the cycle of exploitation. Third, society argues over the value of musical
labor. Fourth, the feminist ethics of care2 reinforce instructors’ attachments to students
and guilt for leaving negative labor situations. Fifth, privilege allows this exploitation to

1

My own experience is a prime example of such juggling. In the year between completing my bachelor’s
degree and beginning my master’s degree, I taught at five marching music organizations—three high
schools and two independently run extracurricular organizations, juggling eight positions between these
groups. I had two other musical sources of income at the time, making a total of ten positions to manage.
2
The ethics of care, a term introduced in feminist literature, refers to relationships and care driving moral
action for workers (Noddings 1989, Gilligan 1993).
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both continue and homogenize the populations involved in the marching arts. By
examining how these five frameworks both figuratively and tangibly perpetuate the
marginalization and exploitation of music laborers, I uncover a self-perpetuating system
and propose solutions for long-term change.
This thesis amplifies the instructors of pageantry arts instructors specifically. This
project necessarily excludes marching organizations at Historically Black
Colleges/Universities (HBCU’s) because their style diverges from the groups and
individuals with whom I worked. HBCU marching bands focus primarily on
entertainment whereas the pageantry arts compete, structuring the marching experience
around judges’ expectations. As a result, HBCU marching groups contribute significant
value to the marching arts, but their movement style, performance venues, musical
choices, and history diverge from the organizations in my fieldwork.

3

Methods
I am an insider to this field. Jonathan P.J. Stock and Chou Chiener explain the
nuances of insider fieldwork in familiar or “home” territory. They explain that insider
fieldwork revolves around shared cultural knowledge and coded understanding, further
explaining communities view inside researchers “not as strangers but as individuals
already emplaced in a pre-existing web of social responsibilities” (1996, 113). Over a
period of years, I have developed relationships with the community of pageantry arts
educators and built trust among colleagues and friends. I have spent thirteen years
entrenched in this musical activity, first as a performing member, then as an instructor
and administrator.
As a result, I have built relationships with many interlocutors and experienced
exploitation personally. This has encouraged me to ally with instructors, but biases me to
privilege their voices over directors and institutions who exploit them, sometimes
limiting my perspective. Moving beyond informal conversations I have had with
directors/administrators may constitute an area for further study. My own work as a
percussion instructor in the field garnered insider knowledge, encouraging me to begin
with an emic approach. My work thus “favors the research participants’ words, views,
and experience” (Ceatha 2017). However, I draw on scholarship about institutional
structures and labor to analyze their voices.

4

I explore this group of musicians because as I worked among them and pursued
fieldwork in this niche community, I discovered insidious, perpetual practices of labor
exploitation. I adopted a mixed methods approach, relying heavily on qualitative research
which included about twenty informal conversations among interlocutors, four formal
interviews, and extensive participation/experience in the field. I also ran a survey—which
I recruited for via Facebook social media groups for marching arts—and the survey
garnered over 240 participants. My primary fieldwork occurs among marching arts
instructors across the state of Colorado, although my survey research extended to
instructors throughout the United States.
I ran the survey with Qualtrics and used sixteen questions from the original survey to
run cross tabulations through the Stata 16 statistics program.3 Respondents took the
survey voluntarily with no compensation. I asked questions about contracts, payments,
and how individuals felt about their work. Many people feel uncomfortable sharing
concrete information about payment and labor, so this anonymous survey gave
respondents a low stakes opportunity to share sensitive information. By integrating the
quantitative survey data into qualitative information from interviews and field
observations, the mixed methods converse. Together they illuminate the tangible
compensation problems and covert themes at play which undervalue and overwork
skilled musicians throughout Colorado and the United States.
The pageantry arts community is formed on tight-knit bonds and networking. This
has necessitated anonymity and pseudonyms for interviewees and survey respondents.

3

To see the original survey questions in full, look at Appendix A.
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Removing identifying information limits some analysis but protects my informants in a
community where reputation preoccupies most members. Despite these analytical
limitations, the project has allowed me to begin a conversation that community members
find valuable. They told me as much, exclaiming “I think this is fantastic, please keep us
updated with your findings and where this goes,” and “I’m seriously so glad someone is
speaking up for this.” Despite their caution, instructors have helped to illuminate the
mechanisms of exploitation and their anonymous words carry weight.

6

Introduction to the Marching Arts
The marching arts encompass musical and visual elements which coincide to create a
theatrical, somewhat militaristic, and musical performance. These intersecting skill sets
require various types of instructors—musical and visual. The musical instructors include
section and instrument-specific instruction. Visual instructors include color guard (dance,
flag, and weapon4 instructors), drill, and choreography instructors. Additionally,
marching arts operate around designers who compose music, write drill/choreography,
and develop the storyline/thematic elements of a show. These community members
typically do not face the same pay disparities that instructors do, so this project does not
centralize their experience. In short, the labor practices for design and composition differ
so individuals involved in the creative process have more ability to advocate for their
time and compensation.
Pageantry arts programs typically function in one of two ways. One set operates in
high schools and relies on pay either from school districts, band boosters, or both. In high
school settings, parents usually comprise band boosters as volunteers who manage funds
and the general needs of the band. Boosters include an elected board of members that
change after parents’ children graduate. Band directors typically oversee booster

4

Color guards, also developing out of military traditions, traditionally dance with and manipulate fake
weapons as a primary skill set in marching arts. These include rifles and sabres which members spring,
throw, and dancing with.
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processes, although individual directors choose to remain variably involved. The other set
are nonprofit organizations who recruit participants to march independently. These
groups usually operate within the Drum Corps International (DCI) and Winter Guard
International (WGI) activities which run competitive seasons in the summer and winter,
similar to how sports seasons function. The organizations within DCI and WGI have
allocated positions to deal with fundraising and payroll.
Limited scholarship on the marching arts has been published. A few peer-reviewed
articles discuss the marching arts in terms of talent, performance anxiety, notable
organizations like the Big 5 college marching bands, and exercise/eating habits of
marching members (Balestrini and Stoeger 2021; Levy, Castille, and Farley 2011; Levy
and Lounsbury 2011; Uriegas et al. 2021). Few discuss detailed musical or socio-cultural
aspects of the community. Dissertations better fill this gap, covering topics like marching
culture, abusive practice in the marching arts, and contested musical/technological topics
in marching arts (Alsop 2021, Cole 2009, Filosa 2019, Maher 2011, Summerlin 2016,
Wells forthcoming, Williams 2020). While published scholarship covers important
content about notable organizations and health/wellness concerns in the marching arts,
there is still a need to understand marching arts culture and communities.
My project focuses on exploited labor within the marching arts at a time of reckoning
in the labor workforce. Across the United States, workers are fighting against unfair labor
practices and increasing profit margins in their workplaces. According to an article in
Time Magazine, “U.S. organized labor is having a moment after decades of erosion
in both influence and power, giving workers their best chance in recent memory to
claw back lost ground” (Kullgren, Eckhouse, and Shanker 2021). The COVID-19
8

pandemic set a precedent for workers to advocate for their safety, rights, and value in the
workplace. The 2021 report for labor union numbers shows a decrease since the
pandemic craze but still indicates high unionizing percentages numbers for workers in
education, training, and library occupations (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2022). This year
again shows new uptakes in unionizing, striking, and petitioning, bolstered by union
successes throughout 2022 thus far (Elias and Lucas 2022). The contemporary moment
has made my interlocutors more aware and ready to stand up for their own rights.
The marching arts cast wide net. They form a significant portion of amateur musicmaking and involve many children in schools across the United States. Marching arts
bring life to sports venues and commercials, draw audiences for DCI and WGI
competitions,5 and excite people with unique performances like those of the Ohio State
marching band. Beyond the scope of pageantry arts, this thesis uncovers labor struggles
that disproportionately affect young workers bursting into the music industry. Instructors
in the marching arts frequently obtain jobs while in collegiate music programs or soon
after graduating. Burgeoning musicians face immediate exploitation and often fail to
learn valuable skills for negotiating their labor. More specifically, they have rarely
learned how to advocate for their worth, balance gigs, and protect their livelihoods.

5

DCI stands for Drum Corps International and WGI stands for Winter Guard International. These two
institutions house the independent nonprofit organizations which run competitive marching seasons for
mostly college-aged members in the summer and winter months.
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Defining the Problem with Musical Labor
This multilayered problem operates within a larger neoliberal system. In Capital, Karl
Marx explains how capitalism privileges a wealthy few over the majority of laborers. He
characterizes capitalism as a struggle between the owners of production—the
bourgeois—and the workers—the proletariat. This struggle results in the bourgeois
exploiting the labor of the proletariat for their own profit and gain, offering less and
expecting more from their workers to maximize profit margins (Marx 1887, 246-7).
Capitalism sets the stage for managers of labor to take advantage of workers who care
deeply and do not understand the terms of their work. This occurs frequently in the
pageantry arts. Instructors often justify working more than employers compensate them
for by detailing how they love the marching arts and want to provided students the same
opportunities they had. However, because many instructors work for little or no pay,
privilege and power also work in more nuanced ways in the marching arts.
Survey respondent Jordan explained how love for the marching arts and students
intertwine to create meaning. They claim, “This activity is something I love to do and
teach, work with children and help them become better musicians and leaders.” This
speaks to the title of this project, “a labor of love,” and two other facets which connect to
perpetuate the issues of exploitation. The beginning sentence nods to the ethics of care,
wrapped up in education, and a cult of obedience and perpetuated leadership within the
marching arts.
10

Jordan complicates this benevolent statement with a qualification: “I am not
dependent on this income!” Most pertinently they state, “I have been with two steady
organizations for the past several years. To me, it is not about the money, it is about
teaching, developing musicians and leadership so it is not my living! The money is a
bonus” (emphasis added). This second sentence indicates privilege and fallback. The
individual does not rely on this work for primary income—a luxury many do not have.
More importantly, some instructors do not value this work as labor deserving of
compensation, making it difficult for instructors who make a career out of their labor. If
this instructor, one among many, considers the work worthwhile regardless of
compensation, how can others negotiate a living doing this kind of work?
Jordan further explains that they “will write and compose for one group and the other,
the music is written for them and all I do is teach it” (emphasis added) further devaluing
educating in the marching arts. This last sentence devalues musical labor, specifically
educating. When Jordan says, “all I do is teach it,” they imply ease in teaching,
something many individuals spend years and countless dollars working on. The quote
altogether illuminates interwoven problems with labor in the pageantry arts. Some
instructors complicate the value of instruction by offering free labor and devaluing the
difficulty of teaching. Many instructors want to advocate their value through these means
and consequently find it difficult.
Evidence of Exploitation
Most industries regulate the payment and terms of labor for their workers (Minimum
Wage 2022). Although these terms may still require unionization and negotiation, law
often dictates that workers know what and when they will be paid and what labor an
11

institution expects. Pageantry arts frequently function without regulation. Labor concerns
revolve around contracts, style of payment, payment sources, timeliness of payment, and
taxing. Although these issues differ from state to state, most workers worry about their
labor. As independent contractors, marching arts instructors have less protection and
support in their concerns.
This is not unique to marching arts workers. Journalist Matthew Pearson discusses
how many independent contract workers for opera hair and makeup in Atlanta face
discriminatory labor practices. Pearson outlines their unionization against discrimination
and asks: “who gets to be an employee and who gets to be an independent contractor?”
(2022). Labor and employment law scholar Jeff Hirsch argues: “Traditionally, the sort of
overriding concern is whether or not the business has control over the manner and means
in which the worker does the work. And as the control increases, the likelihood that the
worker will be considered an employee also increases” (Hirsch quoted in Pearson 2022).
This quote questions what employers expect of their workers. With less control comes
more freedom to make individual labor decisions, but in many cases the lack of
regulation that independent contractors face does not give them easy agency to protect
their interests and time. Instead, many factors conglomerate to undermine the needs of
laborers and encourage greater demand and expectations for their time and expertise.
Pay structures for independently contracted music instructors invite a plethora of
problems. Survey respondents indicated that many never receive a contract for their
proposed work. Of 226 respondents, 72 people said they never received a contract for
their work, almost 32% of workers. This raises great concern. Without a contract, many
of these workers have little to no leverage in their compensation. The type of contracts
12

workers receive also prompts concern. 17% of workers received oral contracts rather than
written contracts and although these can be binding, they require agreement and witness
for corroboration of the contract terms (Cornell Law School 2020). In a disagreement
between the director and an individual instructor, without written proof or proof from
another witness, the contract terms can be difficult to determine and uphold. Shockingly,
although 46% of respondents have written contracts—which should be considered
binding—data shows there is no correlation between the contract type and failure to pay
on time, indicating a systemic issue. In other words, regardless of having a contract or the
type of contract, a majority workers are not paid on time.
Multiple interviewees, countless interlocutors, and 65% of survey respondents told
me that they were not paid on time—the most pervasive structural issue in the activity. A
mix of survey answers told me that respondents who were paid late waited anywhere
from weeks to months to never. One noted: “21 years so far…still waiting.” Out of the
respondents who gave qualitative data on their late payments, five respondents stated that
their payments were some number of weeks late, ninety-two stated that their payments
were some number of months late, four stated that their payments were some number of
years late, and twenty-three claimed that they never received payment, as the table below
shows. This issue goes unregulated and under discussed. Late payments affect their
ability to pay bills, negotiate their labor, and trust the ensembles they work for.
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Table 1: Estimated Time Waiting for Late Payments6
<4
1-3
3-6
6-9
9-12
1
Never
weeks months months months months year+

Late
Payment
Received
Number of
5
Respondents

54

24

10

4

4

23

Total
124

Beyond timing of payments, instructors receive low compensation for their work. In
our interview, Benjamin responded to a comment I made about my believing that
everyone deserves to be paid a livable wage saying, “Right. I feel like, that’s what all the
minimum wage laws are about except that it’s really easy to get around minimum wage
laws by just hiring people as contractors, which is what happens in like the music stuff.”
Benjamin then went on to detail a specific job which paid them only $2-3 per hour for at
least 1-2 seasons of work. This wage serves as one example of many where workers
continue because of the joy or love of what they do, despite unlivable wages. In fact,
when I asked him: “So what made you stay?” he replied in an uncertain tone: “fun?”
Benjamin clearly grappled with a desire for fair compensation against a love for the
activity despite unfair treatment. His negotiation speaks to concerns many educators face
with compensation. And many of my informants recognized, in various informal
conversations, that accepting meager/no payment devalues others’ work.
Benjamin detailed in our conversation that he learned over time to openly negotiate,
calculate wages personally and advocate for his needs. This includes negotiating where
payments originate for each job, which affects how the government taxes him and

6

These responses proved more difficult to categorize. I placed respondents who answered 3 months in the
1-3 months category unless they said 3+ months, and so forth. For the answer “months” I placed
respondents in the 1-3 months category, for “a few months” I placed respondents in the 3-6 months
category and for “several months” I placed respondents in the 6-9 months category.
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ultimately affects the amount of money he earns by the end of a working season. Another
interviewee, Jaqueline, told me about how advocating for her time:
I don’t negotiate to their face or in terms of negotiation. I’ve learned how to negotiate
around the topic of saying, okay, here’s what we’re able to offer you per month or per
this and then I go through, and I look at what they are asking me to do… And that’s
when I’ll start breaking it down and say, okay, I can make these days on this. I can’t
do this… I do make a very hard limit of like, you have me until this time. You have
this until this time. Outside of that, I’m not available… for in-person stuff.
A third interviewee named Mark echoed these same sentiments, detailing how he will not
work for less than he believes his time is worth, for him $25-30 per hour. This sum far
exceeds what many industry workers receive and ultimately accept, but because of his
accreditation, confidence and likely a few other factors7 he manages to work above a
threshold wage at all his gigs and can afford to turn down jobs he considers disrespectful
of his time and expertise.
Because the industry does not regulate payments for instructors, they must
individually find a system for how they value their labor. Unregulated pay makes it
painfully easy to exploit workers, especially those with less experience or confidence.
Many instructors estimate the hours of work they anticipate completing and then compare
their pay per hour to the local minimum wage. An example of this process may look like
the following:

7

This issue exceeds what I can feasibly discuss in this article, but the interviewee’s identity/privilege likely
helps their ability to self-advocate for larger sums. Personal musical connections, education, race, gender,
and geographic location (relative sparsity of instructors in the area) all likely collude to help the laborer
advocate for greater pay with limited push back. Many other instructors do not face the same ease of access
and unquestioned respect that this interviewee expressed to me.
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Figure 1: Example of Estimating Hourly Wage
55% of survey respondents shared that they calculate their wages in this manner while
18% do not. 25% of respondents have more complicated answers about how they value
their labor because of the convoluted nature of lump sum payments. Of those who do
compare their labor to minimum wage, 32% state that they receive more than minimum
wage for their work, 4% state that they receive equal to minimum wage for their work,
and 64% state that they receive less than minimum wage for their work. In the qualitative
free response portion of the survey, respondent Emery stated that “the lump sum pay, if
mathematically calculated per hour, is significantly less than the minimum wage in my
state.”
This majority of undervalued labor functions primarily through the complexity of
payment in marching arts programs. In Colorado, high school band programs have two
methods of payment which they may use individually or in tandem to pay their
instructors. Districts will pay instructors with stipends or band boosters will pay their
instructors. In the first instance, instructors must register through the district to be paid
stipends for their work with the band. They are usually hired as “coaches” and these
16

stipends increase per years of service provided. Unfortunately, this ranking system does
not account for discrepant hours of service among instructors or differing demands
among different types of educators. Because the stipends are usually preset and nonnegotiable, districts can easily exploit the labor of their instructors. Band boosters have
some ability to supplement or combat these issues. In many schools, directors use both
the district stipends and booster payments from student fees and fundraising to pay
instructors. In other cases, band boosters provide the only source of income for
instructors. Booster payments vary more because fundraising, student fees, and fund
management differs greatly across programs.
In his interview, Benjamin gave a detailed account of payment complexities,
showcasing the differences in how districts handle of payments and regulations. As he
explained, each district self-regulates payments according to their own desires and
experience. One district does not provide funds for instructors but appropriates and
reallocates them to workers. Although convoluted, this process developed from schools
hiring workers without credentials to work with underage students. He further explained:
Yeah, schools were not getting background checks done. And were just paying these
people through the boosters, but they have no background checks. They’re unknown
entirely to the district… the district doesn’t even know these people exist, yet they’re
interacting with students on a regular basis.
He further described that one county’s “way of fixing that was to just pay everyone
through the district, but the boosters and booster programs actually have to pay the
money to the school district and then the district will pay the staff.” The lack of

17

regulation around payment style and amount makes compensation difficult to track.
Instructors may be paid drastically different sums for each school/organization they work
for, and little structure or regulation makes self-advocacy difficult.

18

Creating a Self-Perpetuating Culture of Exploitation
Nostalgia and passion fuel the marching arts and draw instructors back year after
year. Their powerful, formative, community-driven, and yet still deeply personal
experiences in marching arts during their young adult years, lead educators to rationalize
working for unlivable wages so they can continue this niche line of work. These
rationalizations tend to be two-fold: they allow nostalgia through vicarious experience
and emotional connection to the students and music. They simultaneously encourage
educators to provide the same experiences for students without “letting them down.” As
my survey respondent Peyton describes:
I primarily teach at a school that has low funding due to band booster being almost
nonexistent. It slowly gets better by the years, but the compensation couldn’t be
enough for it to be considerable as an actual job (unless you took multiple teaching
jobs) . . . Overall it’s just a benefit of getting to teach the youth about an activity that
gave a lot to the instructor, so the main form of “compensation” is giving them a great
formative experience based off your own experience.
Love for the activity shimmers over the rationalizations workers make when employers
take advantage of their labor. However, hidden factors coalesce to explain why this
exploitation continues to occur. The payment style, timing, lack of transparency and lack
of regulation make it easy for programs to take advantage of their instructors.

19

But why? A system of complex cultural phenomena perpetuates exploitative practice and
conceals the struggles instructors face in negotiating their labor.
Taboo Subjects
Americans typically avoid talking about money. This culturally normative behavior
tends to make opposing behavior feel uncomfortable and usually closes people off from
further conversation. In a field observation, I witnessed this reaction. One interlocutor,
Zeke, tried discussing payment with his colleague Trenton, who expressed discomfort
and concern. Trenton exclaimed that people should not ask questions about money
because it introduces power dynamics to the relationship. This association between
money and power indicates concerns over status and class. Fear of uncovering these
dynamics between instructors otherwise seen as equals hinders transparency about pay.
Obscurity makes exploitation much easier to achieve. If instructors avoid discussing
money, they often do not know that others face similar payment issues. This allows the
cycle of exploitation to continue under the guise of normality and even the absence of a
problem altogether. Other interlocutors have expressed a desire to make these issues
transparent among community members by sharing their experiences with labor and pay.
Although culturally atypical, this push toward clarity stems from a growing unease
among instructors who whisper of their mistreatment. More and more, instructors find
themselves underpaid in multiple institutions/positions and realize that others face the
same mistreatment. And although instructors may fear retaliation from employers, the
National Labor Relations Act protects worker’s rights to discuss wages in the workplace
and among colleagues (National Labor Relations Board n.d.).

20

In Class, Control, and Classical Music, ethnomusicologist Anna Bull discusses how
restraint and control also relate to class (2019, 93-111). Restraint of both physical music
practice and conversational restraint work in conjunction to hide labor problems. My
interviewee, Grant, shared his feelings with me about how factors of class coincide with
issues of race, socioeconomic status, and limit diversity within the marching arts:
Yeah, this is just how it worked out. I’m sure… it wasn’t intentional. But . . . I was a
Hispanic instructor out of an entirely white staff … So then, you know, I was being
replaced with a white staff . . . I’m sure that wasn’t the intention but that’s just how it
turned out because there’s just a plethora. You just pick someone out of a hat. And so,
it’s just the pool… I could be a way to get another group of students here, but it
doesn’t matter.
He implies that this reality goes unspoken by saying “that is just how it worked out” and
“I’m sure it wasn’t intentional,” indicating restrained conversation around topics like
race, money, and privilege which we further discussed in the interview.
Anna Bull examines how “those from less privileged class positions…had to work
hard and perform their belonging” (Bull 2019, 85). Instructors belonging to minoritized
communities face issues of control and restraint—expected to perform whiteness to
belong in many musical spheres—and the marching arts only compound upon these
expectations. Precision related to the military history of marching arts, the strict restraint
required for musical and movement-based unity, and the expense of the activity continue
to draw boundaries around both who can participate and who can teach the activity. As
Grant astutely stated in our interview, these factors “homogenize” the community.
Sociologists David G. Embrick and Wendy Leo Moore corroborate white people often
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reproduce white spaces by expecting that people of color take on the burdens of
assimilation to “reap the rewards of social spaces, organizations, and institutions” (2020,
1942). Expectations of assimilation, restraint, and quiet acceptance compound
exploitative practices in the marching arts and homogenize the instructors who can afford
to continue working under prohibitive conditions.
A Cult of Obedience
The marching arts emerged from military traditions that featured precision,
uniformity, attempted perfection, and a hierarchical structure in which obedience is key.
This leads instructors, who almost exclusively have personal experience marching as
members, to fulfill their historical expectations of unquestioning obedience to authority.
Obedience breeds repetition and encourages instructors to accept their payment and
treatment without complaint, complicating negotiations for fair compensation.
Hierarchical structures follow both capitalist practices of power dynamics and the
military structures pageantry arts developed from. Marching programs at all levels
typically follow a top-down structure. The ensemble director leads a group and organizes
the instructors. In most cases, directors broadly plan rehearsals, sharing prominent goals
and expectations that instructors must plan around. They also dictate the terms of contract
and pay for instructors. In some cases, these hierarchical structures have the simplicity of
two levels. In other cases, a more complex hierarchy exists. Diagrams outline both the
most basic and more elaborate hierarchical structures system below, with many variations
to serve each program’s needs and goals.
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Figure 2: Basic Hierarchical Structure of Marching Arts Instruction

Figure 3: More Elaborate Structure of Marching Arts Instruction
Because a single person at the top of this structure tends to moderate the group’s
needs, they typically dictate the pay structure as well. The ensemble director acts as a
conduit through which the goals of the group, the organizational needs of the group, and
the culture of the group funnel. Ensembles run on a director’s overall vision, musical
choices, staff choices, and the way they run the ensemble rehearsals, although some
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directors share these responsibilities. Staff members must then operate under the direction
and decisions of the director and often caption heads8 as well. Although this can help
organize the group and make sure that goals align for ensemble success, it can also lead
to disagreements and individual silencing of staff members.
Further, marching arts tend to operate under the militaristic principles of “do what
you’re told” and “don’t question the authority figures.” Although instructors have various
levels of comfort regarding this issue and the mutual respect (or lack thereof) among
fellow staff and directors above them, many feel daunted at the task of bringing issues to
the attention of higher-ups. If individuals feel comfortable discussing payment concerns
or ensemble/organizational concerns with the director or caption heads, this comfort often
develops over time, thus making early payment negotiations difficult. Directors also use
“professional experience” as a bargaining tool with their instructors. Many directors tout
the success of their ensemble and the need for work experience to succeed in the field.
Although music is not unique in this manner of boundary-drawing, music overuses
“experience” as a tool to exploit staff for the sake of keeping a positive network. Because
instructors primarily gain jobs through word-of-mouth hiring, directors can take
advantage of their workers in this manner. Instructors seek to please their colleagues and
create a positive impression so their community standing remains positive.
In fact, word-of-mouth hiring easily assimilates into the cult of obedience mindset.
When instructors gain jobs from network connections, they often conceal struggles they

8

Caption serves as another word for large section. These sections usually include main instrument type or
goal type. In well-funded programs, captions usually exist for brass instruments, woodwind instruments,
percussion instruments, color guard instruments, and visual instructors who teach and choreograph drill
formations and body/dance movements for marching members.
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have faced in other positions because community members are so close and
communicative. Word-of-mouth hiring also allows less transparency and formality in the
hiring process. Many instructors must be assertive and know which questions to ask
immediately after their hiring to ensure fair and timely payment. Often, they are hired
with little information. Their enthusiasm for the marching arts encourages them to work
despite a lack of knowledge, and the cult of obedience fostered in the activity makes them
fearful to ask the questions which protect their labor. Additionally, once a worker agrees
to a sum that does not represent their worth adequately, it becomes much more difficult to
renegotiate the terms of their payment in the future.
Another manifestation of the marching arts’ cult of obedience develops from
embodiment. The marching arts merge movement with music and include highly
synchronized drill formations, choreographed movements, and dance for most members.
Historian William H. McNeill coined this experience “muscular bonding” and explained
that no words can describe the power of shared movements, but they result in “becoming
bigger than life, thanks to participation in collective ritual” and create “social cohesion
among any and every group that keeps together in time” (1995, 2-3). McNeill also
examines muscular bonding related to military history. He determines that leaders
exploited soldiers’ euphoria and emotional responses from shared movements for
subordination and social cohesion (McNeill 1995, 149-150). Embodiment functions
similarly in the pageantry arts. Members learn how to align their movements and perform
in synchronicity. This performed embodiment requires trust and obedience, enforcing the
social cohesion McNeill discusses. Synchronized drill movements that foster muscular
bonding also require restraint.
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When discussing classical music, Anna Bull claims that rehearsals act against natural
instincts, forcing musicians to embody restraint and learn “the habit of experiencing
emotions but not acting on them” (2019, 94). Marching rehearsals contain the same
emotional restraint compounded with physical restraint. Learned restraint can then
reinforce normative boundaries acted out through movements and emotional repression.
Sociologist Lynne Pettinger explores the way embodiment affects workers more broadly.
Pettinger prompts readers to understand work in terms of “embodied labour as bringing
together three dimensions of working bodies: as craft, aesthetics and emotion” (2015,
298). Pettinger discusses the embodied labor of performing musicians, but her work
easily applies to music instruction as she argues that aesthetic labor causes bodies and
behaviors to conform to the norms of the field.
Pettinger also cites an experience where one of her interlocutors negates some of her
own struggles within a band because of a cultural awareness ‘that whilst performance
was work it was ‘nothing like other people’s jobs’” (2015, 296). This type of statement is
also common in marching arts circles and serves as a prominent gaslighting practice
which overpowers musician’s willingness and opportunity to share their own struggles in
musical work and negotiate their rights as workers and people. Instead, the culturally
pervasive belief that musical work is a privilege and gift, devoid of great struggle and fun
rather than difficult, encourages further exploitation of musical labor. Music instructors
face a constant negotiation between hiding the value of their work and advocating for fair
compensation of labor that far supersedes the on-site hours of musical instruction. The
cult of obedience and lack of questioning authorities (who primarily dictate pay, hours,
and terms of labor) then preserves the cycle of exploitation. Altogether, factors of
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obedience collude to limit instructor agency in compensation. Military history,
hierarchical structures, embodied movements, and restraint all work together to continue
the cycle of exploitation enveloping marching arts instruction.
The Value of Musical Labor
The conflation of musical labor with effortlessness, leisure, and entertainment (fun!),
invites incongruent payment for valuable work. Western music operates within neoliberal
capitalism: a system that seeks to produce and consume in excess by deregulating and
drives many workers to give more and receive less. As explored earlier with Marx’s
theorizations, those in the top percentage of capitalist producers often benefit from the
work of the majority and retain most of the profits. Yet regardless of their work ethic, this
system holds an unspoken requirement to work harder, spend more time productively,
and produce more excess for profit. A workaholic mindset undermines the work of
musicians whose labor often appears unproductive in the capitalist production scheme.
Because consumers in Western culture tend to view music as entertainment rather
than necessary work and musical performances do not function for the sake of producing
physical commodities, the value of musical labor thus stands to be constantly
renegotiated. Virtuosity consequently becomes an inherent value in music-making.
Because music often appears unproductive, ways of negotiating worth shift to virtuosity,
technicality, and entertainment value.
Anna Bull and cultural historian Karl Miller touch on a long-standing concern in the
music community: a complex dichotomy exists between how musicians portray ease in
virtuosity and yet need to communicate the taxing labor they deserve to be paid for. How
can labor and natural, easy-flowing talent coexist? Miller claims the origins of musical
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virtuosity and projected ease of musical labor developed out of the 19th Century. He
argues: “the idea that music should appear effortless—that its execution should not
require work—has shaped critical and consumer interpretation in a wide variety of
historical settings” (Miller 2008, 428). He further discusses how music marketing has
“blinded us to the continuing relevance of music as a kind of labor” (2008, 429) and Bull
echoes this claim saying:
It is necessary to prove your place in the middle class through performing labour,
while at the same time concealing that labour through ease of performance. It is hard
work, but it has to sound easy; labour exists in the value of the product/performance,
but it must be concealed. (2019, 79-80)
Music thus becomes complicit in hiding labor and reinforcing classed ideas of
performance and ease. Although Bull and Miller discuss how virtuosity conceals labor in
terms of broad musical practice, this lens applies to marching arts. Members and
instructors alike work to sound and appear effortless in their performance of musical and
visual ideals. This air of effortlessness conceals the labor required to achieve extremely
high standards in the activity.
In many ways this virtuosity acts as an alienating factor. Marx defines alienation in
terms of commodities and examines their separation from labor through monetary
exchange (1887, 75). I see this concept of alienation extending to labor itself. If virtuosity
supposes ease, this ease alienates the work which created the virtuosic performance. In
the same way, marching arts instructors encourage the same ease in their students’
performance and often act out this ease in their own labor. Instructors attempt to make
music and movements appear effortless for their students by modeling ease. They
consequently hide the experience, education, and work which went into modeling this
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way. This not only alienates the labor of guiding music and movements in each moment,
but further alienates those employers from the labor and experience instructors acquire to
give a valuable education to their students.
Survey respondent Hayden indicates excessive labor for limited compensation,
claiming,
I feel as though the common practice (at least where I am in Iowa) is to play
independent contractor positions very low. We are always going above and beyond,
and putting a lot of time and effort, for very low pay. We love what we do, the
students we work with, and the content we teach. However, we are not valued
monetarily.
This response points to the love for students, music, and this specific venue of teaching,
but calls out the lack of compensation for this beloved work. Much of the “above and
beyond” effort goes unnoticed and uncompensated. Instructors with skilled musical labor
and a passion for this work find themselves holding multiple jobs to maintain economic
stability. Respondent Emerson exclaimed: “I actually refuse to teach anymore because in
order to get a salary that is anywhere close to livable wage, I would have to teach several
schools at once and that’s not fair for any of my students’ success.” Their statement
points to a difficult decision many instructors face in the field: with undervaluing of their
skills and labor, instructors must either work at multiple schools/programs or supplement
instructing with other jobs. These positions may act concurrently with their instruction,
such as designing, composing, or arranging music and marching content for pay, or may
be entirely separate from their instruction. Regardless, a resounding sentiment from
fieldwork discussions, formal interviews, and survey quotes determines that most
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instructors in Colorado and around the country9 must maintain multiple sources of
income to scrape by. Instructing at a single program will seldom pay them a livable wage.
The Ethics of Care
The ethics of care, found in feminist literature, credit relationships and care as driving
moral action. Moral action for pageantry arts instructors appears in the form of taking
responsibility for students’ well-being, improvement, and success. Educators build
relationships with their students. Boaz Tsabar claims in his 2017 article:
The special nature of educational work necessitates establishment of intimate,
respectful, and honest relationships. Such relationships are based primarily on the
educator’s responsibilities toward the well-being of the child and towards his/her
moral education. (38)
As relationships develop, a perceived moral responsibility to students grows. This
provides opportunity for further exploitation of marching arts instructors who care deeply
for their students.
Perceived moral responsibility to students causes frequent inner turmoil for
instructors in the activity. Contract and payment issues often force instructors to choose
between their own well-being or continuing to serve students. Instructors rationalize these
negotiations with statements that uncover the ethics of care at work and perpetuate
exploitation. On the survey, respondent Quinn says:
Rarely will you get paid what you are actually worth in this field. The drive comes
from loving what you do and the interactions with the people involved, students,
parents, and staff (emphasis added). There are places that are able to pay more

9

This is true for most places in the US apart from a few hubs for this kind of work, primarily Texas,
Indiana, and sometimes California.
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depending on your experience, but those are the bands with highly active booster
programs. Being able to get income from lessons and other related activities can make
the lower wage more digestible.
Quinn points to relationships built with community members and a love for both people
and educating in the marching arts. Others echo the same feelings more concisely,
stating: “I do it for the students, not the paycheck,” and “I do not do it for the money. It’s
the students that matter.” The comments indicate a consistent thread of care for students
which helps rationalize less compensation for their labor.
Cultural policy scholar Eleonora Belfiore discusses labor regarding socially engaged
arts programs, but much of Belfiore’s conclusions apply directly to education. Belfiore
engages with scholarship on the ethics of care to conclude that project leaders tend to
work beyond expected parameters and payment for their labor because they feel a duty
and moral responsibility to their participants. Education also exploits this ethic of care
extensively, expecting martyrdom for the good of students and musical products. Belfiore
further discusses the ‘hidden costs’ of caring as both “psychological and emotional” and
“financial” (2021, 6). The recurring theme of involvement beyond project parameters
undue strain on the leaders in this socially engaged community work undoubtedly
parallels music instruction, where workers deal with the same hidden costs.
Throughout the activity, instructors deal with financial strain, as evidenced by the
survey data on payments below minimum wage. Some counter this strain by claiming
they do not consider this work their primary source of income. This devaluing of labor
complicates negotiations for those who do make instructional work their career, but the
problem stems from a hidden concern related back to the ethics of care. Instructors know
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that payment frequently comes from student fees and fundraising. This knowledge,
whether explicit to each program or implicit to the activity trends, causes distress for
instructors who do not want their compensation to add financial burden on students and
families. One instructor from the survey explained:
I’ve never willingly taken a salary while teaching the activity. I’ve always
participated as a volunteer first because of my love for the activity. I’d rather my
income or stipend (where able) go directly back to membership or other program
needs. Most of my teaching career has been with title 1 or title 3 programs so every
dollar counts.
Title 1 or 3 programs have notoriously low funding support, but student fees and
fundraising extend even to well-funded programs. As this instructor states with apparent
moral care, money counts and they want the students and program to allocate money in
other needed areas. Other instructors share this desire and explain the privilege of having
another source(s) of income.
Instructors clearly understand the direct impact valued labor has on students. This
creates a dilemma between individual instructors and the field altogether. On the one
hand, instructors deserve compensation for their labor. On the other hand, the implicit
knowledge that instructor payment comes directly from students and families they care
for deeply for hinders confidence in advocating for greater payment. Many instructors
feel that better self-advocacy equates to direct harm on the program’s equity, inclusion,
and students’ ability to participate.
As my interlocutors and survey respondents put it, they love the students, and they
love the music. These two passions drive what they do more than any money—an
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undeniable reality considering their low stipends—but this does not negate the need to
provide for themselves. Unfortunately, no amount of love will put food on the table and
keep a roof over instructors’ heads. The desire to help students stands in the way of
discussions which renegotiate the terms of labor. Further, instructors face great difficulty
in leaving their students, even when a program undervalues their labor. In most cases,
instructors find it difficult to leave after the season ends because of their attachments to
students and the music-making experience. In almost all cases, instructors will remain
through the season even when faced with concrete evidence of exploitation and free labor
because of their care for students.
In the survey, a tangible question about contracts reinforces this notion. On one
question (see figure 4 below) some respondents chose: “Contract was received during or
after labor.” If instructors begin building relationships with students and understand that
students rely on them, a lack of contract outlining expectations and compensation before
the season’s commencement may hurt their ability to negotiate the terms of labor.10
Directors can easily take advantage of the care instructors have for their students, asking
them to work for less because they understand (at least implicitly) that instructors are
much less likely to leave after the students rely on them, even if it means undermining
their own value.

10

I feel it is important to note the limitations of my survey design here. This response did not fit the
parameters of the question well and should have been a separate question altogether. However, the response
still enlightens us about the lack of regulation around contracts and the moral obligation instructors often
already feel when they do not receive contracts until they have already built relationships with students.
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Figure 4: Survey Question about Contract Type
Belfiore implies that project funders often have the power to give adequate support to
project leaders and yet instead exploit their labor and care. She specifically states that
“the power imbalance between the funded and the funders, and the oversupply of artistic
labour (Sholette, 2010) make it prohibitive for cultural workers to challenge what seems
an ingrained (and largely unchallenged) way of working within the system” (Belfiore
2021, 11). This arguably happens just as readily between directors and instructors.
Directors often seek vindication from responsibility by claiming an inability to
adequately compensate instructors. Leaders of music programs eschew responsibility for
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funding onto their district personnel or to their band booster programs. Meanwhile,
directors often have a position of power that, if not entirely capable of funding all
instructors well, allows them more leverage in negotiating or increasing funds for their
staff members than they share. Consequently, they manage to relocate assumed
responsibility onto others while exploiting their contracted workers’ care for students and
music-making. Tsabar’s earlier quote implies an expectation of transparency and trust,
not only between students, but also between educators when he says, “The special nature
of educational work necessitates establishment of intimate, respectful, and honest
relationships” (2017, 38). Instructors in the field tend to inherently trust those they work
for, assuming the same ethics of care for their work. This provides opportunity for
exploitation and performed ignorance between directors and their staffs. The system
overall feeds off the love educators have for both their craft and students and continues to
nurture ethics of morality while committing immoral actions against workers.
Privilege
As evidenced in the last section, some instructors choose to volunteer some or all
their time. While the origin for this choice develops primarily from care, it illuminates a
reality within the field: economic privilege. Interviews and fieldwork have made apparent
the baseline privilege required to continue working under conditions of exploitation.
Survey respondents shared comments like, “I do it because I love it, not necessarily for
the money—it’s not my main source of income,” and “I’ve done both paid and volunteer
work in the marching arts. The pay is nice but isn’t the reason the majority of us that are
instructors do it. For me it’s for the love of the activity.” These comments demonstrate
the ability to work for little to no pay, a privilege not all instructors can afford.
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One interviewee discussed the pressures this mindset puts on instructors who try
making instruction their primary source of income, describing:
Yeah… [name omitted] and this other guy: they already had jobs. And then they got
off at … 3:00 and then came [to] teach at like, 3:00, 4:00… so they weren’t leaning
on this. They just needed something to do after work… and so now you’re getting
into amateurism versus professionalism… you have a guy that doesn’t need to do this,
he just wants to do it. I can pay him less. Because he’s not fighting for paying more
because he’s fine. He just needs a hobby.
Those privileged enough to work for free reframed volunteering as sacrifice that benefits
students who would otherwise help fund their labor. Respondent Oakley exclaimed:
I am in a fortunate position of having a day job that compensates me fairly while
providing the flexibility to instruct in the marching arts as more of a passion project,
rather than trying to be a full-time marching instructor (emphasis added). This most
recent season, I decided to donate a large portion of my stipend back into the
organization . . . Partially to put money back into the organization: giving part of my
donation back into the staff fund to pay my fellow instructors better, and part into a
student scholarship to offset the expensive member dues for the season. I really just
kept enough to cover the cost of gas (mostly). For me it was difficult to justify taking
much more money when I had done similar work for free in the past, and when many
students were having a hard time affording their member dues. It’s a difficult
situation to navigate for sure.
The response encompasses a few intertwined themes that have emerged from the study:
care for the students and fellow instructors, knowledge of systemic pay issues, and—as I
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indicated in bold—a position of privilege through a stable source of income outside the
marching arts. More survey respondents echoed these sentiments, but the pervasive
themes are clear. Those with stable incomes outside of the marching arts agree to work
for free or for as little as possible because they can afford to do so. This undermines the
negotiations of skilled laborers who try to make a living off this instructional work. In her
interview, Jaqueline told me this volunteering “occasionally diminishes the value of other
workers that do need to be compensated. And that’s a very weird balance that I refuse to
even get into.” Most who choose to work for little or no pay do so out of concern for the
funding origins and organizational needs. Nevertheless, volunteering complicates the
value of labor for those who make instructing their career.
Education, especially in the marching arts, expects workers to accept meager pay for
strenuous labor and stay quiet about the unfairness of demand versus compensation. Not
only does this devalue work, limit mobility and the ability to make money, but it unveils
a systemic problem. Virtuosic value and demand for excessive hidden labor helps
privileged individuals keep jobs while those with less privilege are pushed out of the
activity. Anna Bull interrogates this intersection between class, performing social norms,
and concealing work. She problematizes how classical music touts inclusion and mobility
while perpetuating privilege and social strata through engrained, coded behaviors. Bull’s
analysis also informs how the pageantry arts function.
Young instructors with decently wealthy families can continue teaching for less than
minimum wage because of the fallback of family resources. While this is not ideal or
exclusively true, many instructors fall back on their families who allow them to partake
in this lesser-paying venture. Yet this merely perpetuates what Bull discusses as “white
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middle-class social domination” (Bull 2019, xiii). Further, those in an older echelon of
instructors who do not worry about making money in this activity often hold secure jobs
in separate fields such as engineering, administrative work, or healthcare. In both my
fieldwork experience and in the survey conducted, these workers predominantly desire to
volunteer time and services so that students do not pay higher fees for their labor,
something they consider unnecessary because of personal security. Yet this forces a
difficult precedent for instructors who hope their compensation respects the skill sets,
values, education, and experience they bring to the table. Instead, the prevalence of
volunteering or accepting work for meager pay undervalues labor for all instructors in the
activity while promoting guilt toward where the fund origins.
For those who do not have stable sources of income outside of instructing, two
circumstances predominantly ensue. In one circumstance, instructors are young and
easily exploited. These workers tend to begin working during or immediately after
graduating from an institution—whether high school or college—and have some
experience in music, almost always in the marching arts. These instructors have less
experience advocating for their worth, labor, and needs and are thus easier to take
advantage of. With little understanding of contracts, the value of their labor, and the work
that will occur inside and outside of rehearsals, young instructors frequently face
daunting jobs with little support and guidance. In the other circumstance, veteran
instructors with more experience have typically established themselves with one (or
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usually multiple) of few reliable schools/programs. These instructors have more
experience advocating for their value and established rapport in both the community and
their institutions which helps them maintain a better pay structure and transparency in the
job expectations.
Most instructors complete labor off-site and outside rehearsal hours. In the survey,
68% of respondents claimed that they do not ask for compensation on labor performed
off-site. Further, in response to the question: “Do you complete more work than you are
paid for? I.e., do you complete any unpaid labor in your job as a marching arts
instructor?” 77% of respondents indicated unpaid labor and qualified this with specific
amounts of time ranging from two hours to a whopping two-hundred hours, as shown in
the table below. Some did not know how much extra unpaid labor they had performed
while others said the unpaid labor more than doubled the work they were paid for.11
Number of
Hours
Number of
Respondents

Table 2: Estimates of Uncompensated Hours of Labor12
Un- < 10
10-35 35-60 60-85 85100+
sure hours hours hours hours 100
hours
hours
15
9
30
32
12
6
22

Count- Total
less
hours
11
137

Once again, this ability to work for free at once exploits instructors and indicates
their privilege. Instructors, already strapped for time and underpaid for the labor they do,

11

Rehearsals consist primarily of teaching and managing students so off-site labor may include other tasks
like instrument repair, one-on-one student assistance, rewriting or arranging music/choreography to better
suit students, programming metronomes (timing devices which audiate tempo to play music along to), and
planning rehearsals/goals for the ensemble. These tasks all happen almost exclusively outside of rehearsal
hours.
12
This table categorizes short answers from respondents on uncompensated hours worked. Less people
responded to the question and some responses were left out because they answered an incalculable amount,
such as percentage of time compensated versus uncompensated.
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should not face tens, let alone hundreds of hours without compensation. But the ability to
manage this labor without compensation unveils a deeper truth. Many instructors have a
certain amount of privilege and monetary safety that allows them to sacrifice their time.
In most cases, labor demands serve to homogenize the instructors and perpetuate issues
of payment for those who desire to instruct the marching arts as a profession.
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Conclusion
No singular conclusion or proposal can remedy the interwoven phenomena
perpetuating the exploitation of marching arts instructors. When reading through the
survey, this response struck me:
Initially, I was happy to be paid anything for being a marching arts instructor as it
was a way to keep the marching arts in my life. After moving out of state, I made this
line of work my primary income out of love; however, just recently I’ve come to
terms with being properly paid for my time. I pour hours into the activity outside of
rehearsals. I shouldn’t have to fight to be paid and worry about not being able to pay
for rent the following month despite my love for the activity.
Having felt these same sentiments and hearing them echoed among countless
interlocutors, I could not help but interrogate the issues at play and investigate how they
persist year after year. Lack of instructor retention helps to hide systemic payment
failures and many inexperienced and emerging educators do not understand the stakes of
their labor or parameters of negotiation before beginning work as instructors.
Others simply want to relive and pass on something that brought that immense joy
for many years. Nostalgia and emotional connections allow people to commit unthinkable
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acts. William Cheng determines as much, claiming that
“Humans have committed plenty of dubious or outright abominable deeds in the
name of love. Going to war for the love of country. Persecution and genocide for the
love of god. Crimes of passion for the love of your life. Concerning the deleterious
consequences of love-borne actions, then music isn’t exceptional.” (2019, 13)
Whether directors exploit instructors, hurting those who trust them, or instructors work
for criminally low sums and hurt their colleagues across the field trying to negotiate
worth, the marching arts are rife with loving music until it hurts.
I see transparency and advocacy as a necessary start to transforming the field and
helping regulate instructor rights in the marching arts. Regardless of the well-intentioned
desires of volunteers across the activity, a series of regulations must be set in order to
transform the problems of exploitation. For one, a consensus on base pay for instructors
which considers experience, education, and hours/demands of labor should be negotiated
for each state. Conversations nationally can help to regulate the general considerations
while accounting for differing costs of living and program demands. For another, the
“hidden costs” of labor as Belfiore terms them must be brought into the open and bared
among the community. With more explicit knowledge of the damaging practices at play,
instructors can both understand the similar exploitation they face and help new
generations of instructors to advocate their worth from the outset of their labor.
This transparency should extend beyond the marching arts community and more
importantly outside the music community. After the encouragement of one interviewee, I
investigated the pay discrepancies between coaches of differing activities in various
districts. Publicly available information illuminated that the way districts severely
undervalue music in relation to sports. The only three coach stipends on the lowest
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schedule of pay in the Jefferson County school district were musical instructor, choral
music instructor, and diving coaches. While coach stipends for music positions do exist
in the upper pay schedules, these only constitute supplemental pay for the band director’s
time outside of class work (Schedule 1: Instrumental Band Director, Head) and an
assistant band director position (Schedule 3: Instrumental Music Director, Asst.). See the
figure below for details on which coach positions fit into each schedule of pay. Sports
supersede music instruction across the board with few musical positions earning
alongside sport stipends and only for supplemental income to salaried positions within
the school. In the cases of musical director and instrumental band director, these stipends
only add to the salaries that educators in the school already receive, accounting for added
time given to these extracurricular activities.
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Figure 5: Jefferson County School District Coach Stipends 2021-2022 (Jeffco Public
Schools Human Resources 2021)
Although this figure only represents one school district in Colorado, it sets the stage
for a discrepant view on music’s worth. Other districts do not fund more than a single
stipend (Douglas County School District 2021, 11). Some have middling stipends for
marching instructors but still provide only set stipends that increase incrementally.
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Figure 6: Littleton Public Schools Coach Stipends 2020-2021 (Littleton Public Schools
2020)
This example places band and color guard positions ahead of a few other activities but
does not include sports and still sets stipends which do not account for hours worked.
As I show, outsiders often conflate music with leisure and entertainment, devoid of
hard work because of labor shadowed by effortless virtuosity. Without a way to account
for hours of labor and experience outside singular districts, these problems will
undoubtedly continue. Even insiders simultaneously understand the labor at play and yet
undermine it for the benefit of “student and musical good.” Change will only develop
from awareness and action.
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Fundraising serves as another opportunity to mitigate counterarguments against
funding concerns. For instructors who fear the impact their pay has on student burden and
involvement, a new system could help alleviate these problems. If districts sponsored
fundraising specialists to speak to bands and help them seek out donations and donors,
programs could gather new funds to allocate to instructors and fairly value their time
without undue burden on students. In many cases, this may require some labor for the
students, but as this labor already occurs in band programs and seldom reaps great benefit
(how many butter braids or mattresses must a student sell to truly help their fees and the
instructor salaries?). Instead of toiling under faulty and underprepared fundraising
premises, a little attention and a few good resources could go a long way to renegotiating
the system in place. This would serve both individual instructors, students/parents paying
fees for participation, and marching arts programs who must meet rising cost demands to
remain competitive and relevant.
I want to move past Cheng’s painful assessments of loving music and cling to a
hopeful statement near the end of his book, “May those of us who stand to love your
musical labors work that much harder alongside you toward a future where the beautiful
can be emancipated from the terrible, and indeed, where the terrible is a rarity rather than
some romantic necessity” (2019, 222). Together, we can work hard to share the necessary
information that alerts newcomers to the daily actions which protect their service. We can
work together to stand against the individual oppressors in specific programs and larger
oppressions which diminish the hard work of countless music instructors. We can help
protect those who truly love what they do and the students they connect with.
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Appendix A
Following an implied consent form outlining the research project and survey, respondents
encountered these question prompts. Asterisks indicate questions used in the survey
analysis run through Stata 16.
*Question 1: Do you currently or have you ever instructed in the marching arts?

o Yes
o No
*Question 2: Were you paid for your work or did you volunteer your services for free?

o Paid
o Volunteer
o Other (please elaborate) ______________________________________________
*Question 3: Are you from Colorado or elsewhere?

o Yes
o No
o Prefer not to answer
*Question 4: Are you paid a fixed or flexible fee?

o Fixed
o Flexible based on hours worked
*Question 5: Does your job pay you in one lump sum, multiple payments over the
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marching season, or monthly payments that occur over the whole year?

o One lump sum
o Multiple payments
o Monthly payments
o Other (please elaborate) ______________________________________________
Question 6: If you have more than one job instructing the marching arts, which of the
previous manners describes your most frequent payment style?

o One lump sum
o Multiple payments
o Monthly payments
o Other (please elaborate) ______________________________________________
*Question 7: Did you receive a contract detailing your payment before working?

o Yes
o No
Question 8: If so, was that contract verbal or written?

o Written
o Verbal
o No contract
o Contract was received during or after labor
o Other (please elaborate) ______________________________________________
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*Question 9: Do you ever compare your hourly wage to the local minimum wage?

o Yes
o No
o No because the pay is given in a lump sum/stipend
o Other (please elaborate) ______________________________________________
*Question 10: If you compare your wages to the local minimum wage, is it higher, lower,
or equal?

o Higher
o Lower
o Equal
o Not applicable
*Question 11: Do you feel your labor is adequately compensated?

o Yes
o No
o I'm not sure
*Question 12: Have you ever negotiated for more pay?

o Yes
o No
o Other (please elaborate) ______________________________________________
*Question 13: Have you ever dealt with a pay cut due to student fees, fundraising issues,
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or other circumstances aside from working less hours?

o Yes
o No
o I'm not sure
*Question 14: Do you complete more work than you are paid for? I.e., do you complete
any unpaid labor in your job as a marching arts instructor?

o Yes
o No
Question. 15: If you answered yes to the above question, approximately how many hours
of unpaid labor did you complete per job?
________________________________________________________________

*Question 16: Do you ask for compensation of hours worked off-site (planning, writing
music, programming, fixing equipment, etc.)?

o Yes
o No
o Other (please elaborate) ______________________________________________
*Question 17: Would you (or have you ever) consider(ed) ending your work as an
instructor because of the amount you are paid or the way your labor is valued?

o Yes
o No
o Maybe
*Question 18: Has an organization ever failed to pay you on time?
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o Yes
o No
Question 19: If you answered yes to the last question, how long did it take for the
organization to pay you past the expected date or period of work?
________________________________________________________________

Question 20: Is there anything else you would like to share with me about your labor as a
marching arts instructor?
________________________________________________________________

Question 21: If you would like to participate in a follow-up interview, please enter your
email:
________________________________________________________________
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